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Abstract 

This article presents an overview of a framework called categorial grammars from a theoret- 
ical and algorithmic perspective. It provides an introduction to the formalisms of these 
grammars and of the tools they use (the Lambek Calculus) for theoretical computer scientists 
who are not familiar with them. We give a clear presentation of the main classical and recent 
results on these grammars, especially those concerning their links with context-free grammars. 

The purpose is also to use these results so as to efficiently solve the membership problem with 
categorial grammars. We compare the complexity of the algorithms for this problem deduced 
from the initial formulation of the categorial grammars and the one obtained by translating 
these grammars into context-free formalism and by applying the Cocke-Kasami-Younger 
algorithm. We show that a polynomial algorithm is always available. 

1. Introduction 

The theory of categorial grammars is a framework that has been introduced and 

developed independently of Chomsky’s theory of Phrase Structure Grammars. The 

two main formulations of categorial grammars have been given by Bar-Hillel [3,4] 

and Lambek [12]. The structure of the grammars defined particularly fits for the 

analysis of sentences from natural languages and has been studied by linguists 
[7, 11, 131, logicians [S, 6, 14, 171 and computer theorists [S]. Categorial grammars 
are still very often used in computational linguistics [15]. 

From a theoretical point of view, both formalisms (Bar-Hillel’s and Lambek’s) have 
been proved to be equivalent with context-free grammars: Gaifman had proved it 
in 1960 for the Bar-Hillel formalism [4] but a far as the Lambek Calculus was 
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concerned, it was an open problem since 1958 that has recently been solved by Pentus 
[16]. This fundamental result, that we will clearly present here, has still not been 
exploited as much as it could be and it is what we intend to do in this article. The most 
interesting consequence to be considered is the existence and explicitation of a poly- 
nomial algorithm for the membership problem with all kinds of categorial grammars, 
whereas only an exponential one was available till now for some of them. 

This article presents the general definitions of categorial grammars and gives 
different algorithms proposed for the membership problem. An explicit calculation of 
the complexity of each of them will lead us to the most efficient ones. Some of our 
examples will be borrowed from Natural Language Processing, to show the usefulness 
of these grammars in this context. 

2. The membership problem for AB-grammars 

The first and most simple formalism for categorial grammars to be studied is the 
one proposed by Bar-Hillel in 1953 [3], inspired by earlier works performed by 
Ajdukiewicz [2]. These grammars are then called categorial grammars in the sense of 

Ajdukiewicz Bar-Hillel or AB-grammars. We will study the membership problem for 
these grammars, and show the usefulness of the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm 
to solve it. 

2.1. Preliminaries 

Let us recall that an alphabet A is a finite set and A* is the set of finite words on A, 
including the empty word noted F. The length (WI of a word w in A* is the number of 
occurrences of letters of A in w. 

Let us note N the set of positive integers and N+ = N - (01. 
We note card(E) the cardinal of a finite set E. 
A context-free grammar G is a 4-tuple noted G = (C, U, P, R), where C is the set of 

terminal symbols, U the set of nonterminal symbols, P the set of production rules, all of 
the form A + x with A E U and x E (C v U)*, and R E U is the initial symbol of the 
grammar. 

We note -*+ the transitive closure of the derivation rule -+ . 
We say that a context-free grammar G = (C, U, P, R) can generate the word w E C* 

if and only if there exists a sequence of derivations in P such that R-*-+ w. 
The language of a context-free grammar G, noted L(G), is the set of all words 

generated by the grammar: L(G) = {w E C*; R-*-r w}. 
A context-free grammar G = (C, U, P, R) in Chomsky normalform is a context-free 

grammar where each production rule in P is of the form: 
(i) A + BC with BE U and C E U; 

(ii) A+a with aEC; 
(iii) A + E. 
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We recall that if G = (C, U, P, R) is a context free grammar in Chomsky normal 
form without the rule R -+ E, and w is a word in C * of length n, then there exists an 
algorithm in 0(n3), called the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm, that decides if 
w belongs to the language L(G). 

We will first define an AB-grammar and the language associated with it. The 
key idea of AB-grammars is to associate categories to the elements of the alphabet. 
The categories are built with a fractional notation (with two noncommutative oper- 
ators noted / and \) and relations are defined to combine categories with one 
another. 

Definition 1 (from [3,4]). An AB-grammar G is a 4-tuple G = (V, C,i S) with: 
l V is the alphabet of G; 
l C is a finite set of basic categories of G. 
From C, we define the set of all possible categories of G as the closure of C for / and 
\ noted C’. For this, we need to define a sequence of sets: 
- co = c; 
_ CI = co u {x/y; x,y E C,) u {x\y; X,Y E Co}; 

- for all n in N: Cn+r = C” u (xiv; x,y E C”) ” {X\Yi X,Y E GJ. 

The closure of C, also written C’, is then C’ = UnsNC”. 
l f is the function : V+ Pr(C’) where Pr(C’) is the set of finite subsets of C’ which 

associates each element u in V with the finite setf(v) E C’ of its possible categories; 
l S E C is the axiomatic category of G. 

Despite the fact that C’ is an infinite set, we note C’* the set ofjnite concatenations 
of categories in C’. 

Definition 2. For every category a and b in C’, we will say that both couples 
(a/b, b) and (b, a\b) can reduce to the category a and we note: (u/b). b + a and 
b.(a\b)+a. 

Let X and Y be two elements of C’*, X is said to be directly rewritten into Y (what 
will be noted X -+ Y) if and only if one of these conditions holds: 

(i) there exist U E Cl*, VEC’*,aEC’andbE:C’suchthatX= U.(a/b).b.Vand 

Y = U . a. V (rule Rl with (a/b, b) as reduced couple); 
(ii) there exist U E C’*, V E C’*, aEC’andbEC’suchthatX= U.b.(a\b).Vand 

Y = U . a. V (rule R’l with (b, a\ b) as reduced couple). 
The relation -*-+ is the transitive closure of + . 

Notation. We call Reduce (X, u, v) with X E C’* and u, v E C’ the function defined by: 
l if there exists YE C’* such that if X -+ Y and the reduced couple (by the rule Rl or 

R’l) is (u, v), then Reduce (X,u,u) = r; 
l Reduce (X, u, u) is undefined elsewhere. 

The fractional notation for the categories a/b (resp. a\ b) of the grammar is justified 
by the fact that followed (resp. preceded) by a category b, it can be rewritten into a. 
Operators / and \ can be considered as oriented divisions over categories. 
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The language of an AB-grammar can now be defined as the set of all words for 

which there exists at least one affectation of categories that can be reduced, thanks to 

the previous rules, to the axiomatic category. 

Definition 3. Let G = ( V, C,f; S) be an AB-grammar. Let f * : V* -+ S$(C’*) be the 
extension of the function f to V*, defined as follows for every w in V*: 

Definition 4. Let G = ( V, C,f; S} be an AB-grammar. The language of G noted L(G) is 

L(G) = {w E I’*; 3c if*, c-*--f S). 

Example (from Natural Language Processing). Let us consider an AB-grammar 
G = (V, C,f; S) defined by: 

l the alphabet V is equal to {John, Mary, runs, loves); 
a the set of basic categories C is equal to (N,S) (N stands for nouns and S for 

sentence); 
l f(John) = {N};f(Mary) = {N),f(runs) = {S\N},f(loves) = {(S\N)/N}; 
a SE C is the axiomatic category. 

Let u and u be the two following words: u = John.runs and u = Mary.runs. 
Then u and n belong to L(G) because: N.S\N belongs to both f*(u) and f*(o) 
and, by applying the rule Rl, we can reduce it to S: N.S\N + S. Similarly 
the words u = John.loves.Mary and o = Mary.loves.John belong to t(G) because 
N.(S\N)/N.N + N.(S\N)-+ S (rule RI and then rule R’l). 

These results can be presented into analysis trees: 

N S\N 

V 
R’l 

S 

N.S\N + S S. 

N.(S\N)IN.N -* + S 

2.2. Complexity of the naive algorithm for the membership problem 

From the previous definitions of Section 2.1, it is possible to define a naive 

algorithm to decide if a word belongs to the language of an AB-grammar. Let 

G = ( V, C,j”, S> be an AB-grammar and w E V* be a word of length n. 
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Algorithm 1 
(* de$nition of the recursive procedure that tries to reduce all possible couples of 
a sequence of categories containing nbcat categories*) 
procedure reduce-couples (var. sequence, nbcat) : 

begin 

case: 
(nbcat = 1) and (sequence = S) then exit (*success*); 

(nbcat = 1) and (sequence # S) then exit (* failure*); 
else for each (nbcat - 1) possible couples (x, y) of consecutive categories in 

sequence do if possible (* if the result of Reduce (sequence, x, y) is de$ned *) 
sequence := Reduce (sequence, x, y); 
nbcat := nbcat - 1; 

apply (*recursively*) procedure reduce-couples (sequence, nbcat); 

else exit (*failure*); 
end reduce-couples; 

(*main program * ) 
begin 

associate each element of the alphabet with its possible categories; 

for each possible sequence of n catgories: 
apply reduce-couples (sequence, n); 

end. 

Fig. 1 

Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 (Fig. 1) decides if w belongs to L(G). 

Notation. Let kc be the maximal number of different categories associated with the 
same element of the alphabet: kc = maxOEV(card(f(v))). 

Proposition 1. For an AB-grammar G and a word w of length n, the time complexity of 
Algorithm 1 is, in the worst case, (ko)” *(n - l)! 

Proof. The maximal number of possible sequences of n categories inf*(w) is bounded 
by (and possibly equal to) (k,)“. For each one of these sequences, one has to test every 
possible combination between two consecutive categories, so that a couple of catego- 
ries can be reduced to one. In the worst case, from a sequence of i categories, there are 
(i - 1) possibilities to reduce it to a new sequence of (i - 1) categories. If we suppose 
necessary to develop all possible trees (because only the last one will finally lead to the 
desired category S), then the maximal number of series of combinations is worth: 
(n-l)*(n-2)*U.S*2=(n-1)! 

The final maximal number of reductions is then (ko)” *(n - l)! 0 
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Remarks. In most cases, the time complexity of the application of Algorithm 1 is far 
less important. Nevertheless, in the case of Natural Language Processing (for which 
the membership problem is equivalent to the syntactic analysis of a sentence) it is 
necessary to try all possible combinations even if a successful parsing has already been 
performed because another one can reveal a different semantic interpretation (for 

ambiguous sentences). 
There are also a lot of cases where a partial analysis does not lead to a complete 

parsing of the sentence, as in the example: 

John loves Mary who runs John loves Mary who l-LlIlS 

success of the analysis 

2.3. AB-grammars and context-free grammars 

Let us now draw the links existing between AB-grammars and context-free 
grammars. 

Theorem 1 (Gaifman [4]). For every AB-grammar G, there exists a context-free 

grammar G’ so that L(G) = L(G’). 

Proof. Let G = (V, C,f; S) be an AB-grammar. The proof is a constructive one; it 
consists in building an explicit context-free grammar G’ that satisfies the condition. 
We will present here this construction; the equivalence of the languages will be 
considered as obvious. 

First, if F is a given finite set of categories (F is a finite subset of C’), we need to 
define the set of the constituents of F, which will be noted Const (F): it is the (finite) set 
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containing all possible categories which appear as factors of categories in F. From F, 
we can define a sequence of sets: 
0 F,=F; 
0 F, = (x E C’; 3y, x/y E F, or x\y E PO or y\x E F, or y\x E F,}; 
0 forallninN:F,+r= (x E C’; 3y, x/y E F, or x\y E F, or y/x E F, or y\x E F,}, 

then Const(F) = UneN F,. 
It can be noticed that, as F is finite, there exists k E N such that Const(F) = u, ~ k F,. 

We now define the following context-free grammar G = (C, U, P, R): 
l the set of terminal symbols of G’ is C = V, 
l the set of nonterminal symbols is U = Const (S( V)); 
l the set P of production rules of G’ is the union of three sets, P = Pl u P2 u P3, 

with: 
Pi = {A -+ A/B.B; A/B E Const(f(V))}; 
P2 = (A+ B.A\B; A\B E Const(f(V))}; 
P3 = {A + a; A E f(a) and a E V}; 

l the initial symbol R of G’ is equal to the axiomatic category S. 

The production rules Pl and P2 express all possible combinations of catego- 
ries with the rules Rl and R’l, and the production rules of P3 express the affec- 
tation of categories to the elements of the alphabet of G. It is then obvious that 
an equivalence between analysis trees for G and derivation trees for G’ can be 
defined. 0 

Theorem 2 (Gaifman [4]). For every context-free grammar G’, there exists an AB- 

grammar G so that L(G’) = L(G). 

The proof of this result is omitted, because it will be of no use for the remaining of 
this paper. Nevertheless, to exemplify that the categorial framework also fits for the 
definition of context-free languages, we give an AB-grammar G so that L(G) = {u”b”; 
UN+}. 

Example. Let G = (V, C,f, S) be an AB-grammar defined as: 
l the alphabet of G is I/ = (u, b); 
l the set of basic categories is C = (S, T}; 

: ‘,‘;); {S/r> andf@) = {T, T\S); 

We will show that L(G) = (u”b”; n E N ‘}. 

First, let us show by recurrence on n that for every n E N +, db” E L(G): 
l n = 1: the word u1 = u.b E L(G) because S/T. TEE and, by applying rule Rl, 

we have S/T. T + S. 
l We develop the case n = 2 because the analysis tree is an interesting one: the 

word u2 = u.u.b.b E L(G) because S/T.S/T.T.T\SE f(uZ) and we can write 
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0 Let us suppose that there exists n > 2 such that u, = db” E L(G). It means that 
there exists a sequence L inf*(u,) containing 2 * it categories so that L-*-r S. Then 

a,+1 = a ““bntl = a.a”b”.b E L(G) because S1T.L. T\Sis a sequence ofcategories 
associated to a”+‘b”+l (it belongs to f *(u,+r)) and S/T.L.T\S-*+ S/T.S.T\S 

+ S/ T. T + S, so S/ T. L. T\ S -*+ S (this sequence of reductions is the same as the 
one of the case n = 2). 

So {a”b”; n E N} E L(G). 
To prove that L(G) E {db”; n E N + >, we can apply Theorem 1 to the grammar G. We 
obtain the context-free grammar G’ = (C, U, P, R) with: 

l Z={a,b}; 

o U = (S/T, T, T\S, S}; 

the analysis tree: 

SIT SIT T T\S 

l P is constituted of the rules: 
S-r S/T.T; 
T+ S. T\S; 

S/T+ a; 

T+ b; 

T\S+ b; 
l R=S. 

It is obvious to see that G’ is a classical context-free grammar in Chomsky normal 
form verifying L(G’) = {db”; n E N+}. So finally, L(G) = {a”b”; n E N+}. 0 

This last argument is enough to prove both inclusions, but the first part shows how 
categorical grammars apply. 

2.4. A polynomial algorithm for the membership problem 

From Gaifman’s constructive proof, we can deduce a new algorithm for the 
membership problem that will be more efficient than Algorithm 1. So let 
G = ( V, C,f; S) be an AB-grammar, as usual, and let us consider a word w of length n. 
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Algorithm 2 

begin 
from G, compute the rules of the context-free grammar G’ 

apply the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm to w and G’ 

end. 

Fig. 2. 

Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 (Fig. 2) decides if w belongs to L(G). 

Proposition 2. For an AB-grammar G and a word w of length n, the time complexity qf 

Algorithm 2 is in 0(n3). 

Proof. The pre-treatment to translate the grammar G into G’ consists in: 
l enumerating all the elements of Const (f( V)); 
l building the sets Pl to P3. 

There are at most card (Const (f (V))) + card( f (V)) production rules of G’ to be 
built. This translation is a fixed sequence of operations which only depends on G and 
is independent of n. The grammar G’ is in Chomsky normal form (without the rule 
R + E). The membership problem for the word w with this kind of grammar can be 
performed in time in O(n3) by the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm. 0 

3. L-grammars 

The formalism of AB-grammars is very restrictive as far as rewriting rules are 
concerned (only Rl and R’l are allowed). In 1958, Lambek [12] has proposed 
a calculus whose purpose is to extend the manipulation of the categories. This calculus 
leads us to a new kind of formalism: the categorial grammars in the sense of Lambek, 

or L-grammars. 
L-grammars are generalizations of AB-grammar. We show that the same results as 

the ones exposed in the previous section hold for L-grammars. As a matter of fact, the 
naive algorithm for the membership problem with these grammars is also exponential, 
but a translation into context-free formalism and the use of the Cocke-Kasami- 
Younger algorithm leads us to a polynomial time complexity. 

3.1. Lambek calculus and L-grammar 

A (product-free) Lambek Calculus [12] is a logical formalism among sequents: 
a sequent is a logical formula noted A + C (A for antecedent and C for consequence), 
where A and C are sequences of categories. The purpose of this calculus is to define 
a class of valid sequents, which will be considered as legal combinations of categories. 
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Definition 5 (Lambek [12]). A Lambek Calculus LC is a triple LC = (K, A, R) where: 
K is a set of categories (i.e. basic categories and fractional categories); 
A is a set of axioms: for every category x E K, the sequent : x --, x is an axiom (and 
then is a valid sequent); 
R is a set of inference rules among sequents (if the sequent above the line is valid, 
then the one under is also valid): 

T,x-ty ~,T-,Y 

T-, Y/X T-r Y\X; 

T-x U,y, V-+z T+x u,y, V+z 

U, YIX, T, V+ z U, T, Y\X, V-* z; 

where x E K, y E K and T, U and Vare sequences of categories (Tmust be nonempty). 

Notation. Every valid sequent X --f Y in a Lambek Calculus LC is noted: LC t-X + Y. 

Remarks. It can be noticed that rules Rl and R’l used in AB-grammar (Definition 2) 
are valid sequents of all Lambek Calculus: for every category a and b in C’, we 
obviously have LC t a/b, b + a and LC !-- b, a\b + u. Nevertheless, Zielonka has 
proved [17] that no Lambek calculus LC = (K, A, R) where K is infinite could be 
simulated by a>Fnite number of such theorems considered as axioms. 

A fundamental property of each inference rule in a Lambek Calculus is that there is 
one operator (/ or \ ) more under the line than there are above. This property assures 
the decidability of the calculus. As a matter of fact, for a given sequent to be proved 
valid, one just has to try to remove each one of its operators by applying the inference 
rules of R in backward chaining, until, if possible, only axioms are left. 

Definition 6. A L-grammar G is a 5-tuple G = (V, C,f; S, LC) verifying: 
l (V, C,f; S) is an AB-grammar; 
l LC = (C’, A,R) is a Lambek Calculus. 

The language of a L-grammar can now be defined as the set of all words for which 
there exists at least one affection of categories which is the antecedent of a valid 
sequent in the Lambek Calculus of the grammar, whose consequence is the axiomatic 
category of this grammar. 

Definition 7. For a L-grammar G, the language of G written L(G) is 

L(G) = {w E V*; 3c E f*(w), LC t- c + S}. 

3.2. Complexity of the naive algorithm for the membership problem 

From the previous Definitions 5-7, it is possible to define a naive algorithm to 
decide if a word belongs to the language of a L-grammar. Let G = ( V, C,f, S, LC) be 
a L-grammar and w E V* be a word of length n. 
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We first need to define the length (I c I/ of a category c E C’. 

Definition 8. Let x E C’. The length 1) x // of x is: 
0 l/x /( = 1 if x E C; 

l II xiv II = II X\Y II = II x II + II Y II. 
/Ix 11 is the number of occurrences of basic categories in x. 

Lemma. For any category c E C’, I( c 11 - 1 is the total number ofoperators appearing in c. 

Proof of the lemma. Let us reason by recurrence on the length of c: 
l let c E C, then /I c II = 1 and \I c I( - 1 = 0 is the number of operators in c; 
l let c = x/y or c = x\ y and let us suppose that for every category d E C’ verifying 

I( d I( < \I c 11, we have that I( d I/ - 1 is the number of operators in d. 

II4 = /lx II + IIY II with l/x/l, IIY II E IV+ so we have /Ix/I < llcll and IIY II < II4 ~0, 
with the hypothesis of recurrence, IIx I/ - 1 and I(yll - 1 are the number of oper- 
ators respectively in x and y, then the number of operators in c is ( I/x (/ - 1) + 

(IIYII -I)+ 1 = IIXII + IIYll - 1 = IICII - 1. 0 

Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 (Fig. 3) decides if w belongs to L(G). 

Algorithm 3 

(* procedure that decides if A -+ C is a valid sequent *) 

procedure valid? (A, C) : 

begin 

if A = C then exit (*success*); 

else tf possible do. 

(* if there are operators left and if the Lambek rules are applicable *) 

choose an operator inside the sequent A --, C; 
remove it by applying one of the rules of 

inference in backward chaining; 
apply (*recursively*) valid? to the 

remaining sequents; 
else exit (*failure* ) ; 

end valid?; 
(*main program* ) 

begin 

associate each word with its possible categories; 

for each possible sequence of categories.. 
valid? (sequence, s) 

end. 

Fig. 3. 
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Notation. Let kc be the maximal number of different categories associated with the 
same element of the alphabet: kc = maxOEV(card(f(v))). 

Let mG be the maximal number of operators inside the categories associated with 
the grammar: m, = max,,f(y)( )I c )I - 1). 

Proposition 3. For a L-grammar G and a word w of length n, the time complexity of 

Algorithm 3 is, in the worst case, (k,)” * (n * mG)!. 

Proof. As for the proof of Proposition 1, there are at most (k,)” possible sequences of 
n categories in f *(w). At the beginning of the algorithm, one has to choose one among 
at most n * mG possible operators and remove it. For every possible choice, at each 
state of the algorithm, one has then to choose a new operator among the remaining 
ones. (n * ma)! possible trees are to be built. In the worst case, the number of 
operations of removing is finally (k,)” * (n * mc)!. 0 

3.3. L-grammars and context-free grammars 

Since L-grammars are generalizations of AB-grammars, it has been known since 
a long time that L-grammars had at least the power of context-free grammars. But 
it is only recently (1992) that Pentus has proved that L-grammars are weakly 
equivalent with context-free grammars [16]. We present here clearly the key ideas of 
this proof. 

Theorem 3 (Pentus [16]). For every L-grammar G, there exists a context-free grammar 

G’ so that L(G) = L(G’). 

Proof (Sketch). The center of Pentus’ proof is that all sequents containing catego- 
ries of a particular L-grammar and provable with the Lambek Calculus can 
also be proved with a restricted system where all sequents contain at most three 
categories. 

Let G = ( V, C,f, S, LC) be a L-grammar and let us explicitly build a context-free 
grammar G’ = (C, U, P, R) weakly equivalent with G. 

Because the alphabet V is finite and because each member of V can be asso- 
ciated (with f) with a finite number of categories, it is possible to consider the 
maximal length of all categories in f(V). Let M be the least integer such that for 
every v E V and for every category c E f (v) we have I( c /I < M. We have M = 

Maxu,y(Max,E.,-(Vj ( II c II 1). 
We now call 2 the finite set of all possible categories whose length is smaller than 

M: Z = (x E C’ such that l/x (I < M >. Then, G’ = (C, U, P, R) is defined by: 

l the set of terminal symbols is C = V; 
l the set of nonterminal symbols is U = Z; 
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l the set P of production rules of G’ is the union of three sets, P = Pl u P2 u P3, 
with 
Pl={A-,a;A~f(a)anda~V}; 
P~={A-+BC;(A,B,C)EZ~~~~L~BC+A}; 
P~={A-,B;(A,B)EZ’~~~L~B~A}; 

l the initial symbol R of G’ is equal to the axiomatic category S. 

3.4. Polynomial algorithm for the membership problem 

It is surprising that, as far as we know, all consequences of Pentus’ theorem have 
not been made explicit yet. As a matter of fact, from Pentus’ constructive proof, we can 
deduce a new algorithm for the membership problem that will be more efficient than 
Algorithm 3. So let G = (I’, C,l; S, LC) be a L-grammar, as usual, and let us consider 
a word w of length n. 

Algorithm 4. Algorithm 4 (Fig. 4) decides if w belongs to L(G). 

Proposition 2. For a. L-grammar G and word w of length n, the time complexity of 
Algorithm 4 is in 0(n3). 

Proof. The pre-treatment to translate the categorial grammar G into G’ needs a fixed 
number of operations independent of n. It is a long process that can be decomposed 
into: 
l enumerating all the elements of Z; 
l building the sets Pl to P3: for P2 and P3, Algorithm 3 has to be used to check all 

the sequents of the form B C + A and B + A, for every A, B and C in Z. 

Although long and complicated this treatment is performed once for all and depends 
only on G (and not on w). 

Removing the rules of P3 is again a fixed treatment done in a time independent of n. 
It consists in: 
l removing the cycles of the form A-*+ B-*+ A; 

l from place to place, starting with the rules whose left member is R and then going 
on for every rule A -+ B in P3; by adding the possible right members of the rules 

Algorithm 4 
begin 

from G, compute the rules of G’; 
remove the rules of ~3; 
apply the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm to w and G’ 
end. 

Fig. 4. 
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whose left member is B to the rules whole left member is A, and then by removing 
the rule A --f B. 

This can be performed in at most O(N3) where N is the number of rules in the 
translated context-free grammar G’: N = card(P1) + card(P2) + card( P3). 

Then G’ is in Chomsky normal form (without rule R + e). This treatment done, 
the membership problem is solved in 0(n3) by the Cocke-Kasami-Younger 
algorithm. 0 

4. Conclusion 

The formalisms of categorial grammars are usually not very well known by 
theoretical computer scientists. However, a lot of recent work has shown the linguistic 
interests of such grammars [13,15]. It is quite easy to define a particular AB- or 
L-grammar given the language it is supposed to recognized: everything depends only 
on the affectation of the categories to the elements of the alphabet. Till now, the main 
disadvantage of this approach was the poor efficiency of the algorithms available for 
the membership problem (which is equivalent to the syntactic analysis) [l, 111. 

Our study suggests a two-phases treatment for the use of a categorial grammar. As 
a matter of fact, as soon as automatic manipulations are to be done with the grammar, 
it is more efficient to translate it into context-free formalism. After a fixed pre- 
treatment, a polynomial algorithm is available for the membership problem. This study 
shows that, from an algorithmic viewpoint, a direct implementation of the definitions 
of the grammar is far less interesting than an indirect path through context-free 
grammars that have already been intensively studied. 

AB- and L-grammars are now included in the formal theory of grammars and in 
Chomsky’s hierarchy. Extensions have already been proposed to the Lambek Calculus 
that are not context-free [9]. Pentus’ theorem surely offers some other and still 
unexplored perspectives. It should give a new start to the study of categorial grammars. 
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